Wagin P & C

Minutes of General Meeting:

Held directly after AGM Wednesday 25 November 2015 at Wagin Palace Wine Bar

Opened 7.34pm


- Fundraiser at Woolorama – Jess Clifton contacted Mandy to see if we wanted to do a strawberries and cream stand at Woolorama. Discussed to see if strawberries available then, Mandy to find out, everyone seemed happy to have a stall, depending on supply of strawberries. Stall to run from approx. morning tea to 2-3pm.
- Playground – Sketch being done up by Melanie to go to gardeners and teachers for input and feedback.
- Anette – asked if people can donate their grain at CBH to Wagin P&C, Mandy to look into.
- Terri Spooner asked if School has a Facebook page. Jo Abbott advised not at the moment. Mandy wondered if it was possible to have a P&C Facebook page, will look into.
- Christine advised canteen going well. New freezer in and everything else OK. The slushie machine is being returned to supplier as the spillage and consequent clean ups are a lot of hassle.

- Meeting closed: 8.02pm